VideoVision

Capture any moment through your perspective..
What is it?

Have you ever seen something so beautiful or amazing that you wish your camera could capture to its full beauty? This eye device would be used to capture images and videos through exactly how you are viewing something. For example, there is an amazing, glowing full moon out, but all you have on you is your iPhone camera. Of course, your phone will never capture the true beauty of the moon and how we see it through our own eyes. This camera in your eye will allow you to capture any photo or video through the exact lens and quality that your eye is viewing it.
Why Buy It?

This device will allow for point of view footage during different events that take place throughout your life. This device will promote flourishing because it takes away the aspect of always “ruining the moment” by having to pull out your phone or camera to capture the sight, interrupting the beauty and peace of the moment. While using this design, people would never have the disappointing feeling of missing a crucial moment in their life because they do not have a camera accessible at the time.
How it Works?

1. Purchase the VideoVision eye camera
2. Implement the technology into your eye
3. Capture all your adventures through picture and video
4. Never miss another moment!